FROM OUR MEMBERS

"POP Camp was only a few days, but it’s an experience I’ll hold with me forever. I met a new chosen family, who are with me both as friends and as fellow activists. While it is easy to feel powerless as a young person trying to enact change, POP Camp gave me the skills to become a more effective activist and the support to show me that I am not alone."

- August Park, POP! Camp

"Before my time at APIENC, I’d never seen or heard stories of queer South Asian elders; finding the Dragon Fruit Project completely changed that for me. Through every story I heard, every event I found on a timeline, and every person I met, I realized I had so many ancestors I just hadn’t found yet."

- Zaha, Summer Organizer Program

"Movements are built off of relationships. The Summer Organizer Program taught me the skills that make me feel empowered to reach out to people and initiate these conversations and these 1-on-1’s and really prioritize that relationship-building in my movement work."

- Huanvy, Summer Organizer Program

New Core Member!!

HIGHLIGHTS

APIENC voted the Community Grand Marshal of the SF Pride Parade on the 50th Anniversary of the Stonewall Riots.

After 10 years of 2 paid staff, we hired a 3rd organizer, Yuan!

After a year, the Core Committee ratified a committee structure and welcomed 2 new members - Connie and Huanvy!

UP NEXT

Launch new Leadership Development process for APIENC members

Dragon Fruit Network Intergenerational Events

11th Annual Summer Organizer Program

Publish results of TGNC API Needs Assessment
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

With NQAPIA, trained 15 LGBTQ+ API youth from around the country in community organizing.

SUMMER ORGANIZER PROGRAM

6 young organizers spent the summer with us, AACRE and APSC.

5TH ANNUAL LEADERSHIP EXCHANGE

20 organizers graduated from this 3-day intensive - we had a stellar team of facilitators, all of whom were LEX alumni.

DRAGON FRUIT PROJECT/NETWORK

Introducing the Dragon Fruit Network Committee

When we have strong relationships, we have a strong community. The Network, which grew from the Dragon Fruit Project, is gearing up for a big 2020!

I was like... Mom, coming out is bigger than us. This is a bigger thing, this is an important moment and it’s a historic social movement. Now is the time.

- Kat Evasco

New oral histories available on the DFP Digital Portal

dragonfruitproject.org

DRAGON FRUIT PROJECT/NETWORK

FOR US, BY US, IN ORDER TO SERVE US!

200 RESPONDENTS

9 BAY AREA COUNTIES

16 PARTNER ORGS

We launched a TGNC API Bay Area needs assessment. By the end of 2020, we’ll be ready to share the results!

RICEBREAKERS

Convened 40 TGNC API people who shared stories, food, and culture.

TRAN S JUSTICE

SF TRANS MARCH 2019

2019 AWARDS

Ally in Action Award
SF Trans Day of Visibility

National API HIV/AIDS Awareness Day Award from SFCHC

From grassroots donors, we raised...

$125,000

2019

HOW APIENC HAS GROWN

Will you join us as we build new worlds?

info@apienc.org

apienc.org

SUSTAINABILITY & OTHER GROWTH

800+ INDIVIDUAL DONORS

50 MEMBER FUNDRAISERS

4 GRASSROOTS CAMPAIGNS

2 NEW MEMBER TRAININGS

60 NEW VOLUNTEERS

440+ EVENT ATTENDEES